
If your organization is looking for robust ERP functionality, 
 combined with unlimited scalability and powerful reporting, 
 Multiview ERP needs to be on your shortlist.  
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Multiview’s unique architecture and design allows you to easily incorporate your

company’s business processes into our applications. 

 

Multiview’s suite of products accommodates any enterprise; from a single company

with a single chart of accounts to multiple legal entities in dissimilar industries with

different charts of accounts including different fiscal years.

 

Both producing consolidated results with a single click of the mouse.

 

 

 

1. Extraordinary Reporting Capabilities:

2. Unique Accounting Design:

Multiview’s industry leading reporting tool, ViewPoint, allows unprecedented report

creation, query, drill-down, and OLAP analysis. 

 

Our users feel the simplicity and ease-of-use of ViewPoint places it way ahead of other

popular reporting tools such as Crystal and FRx. 

 

Multiview’s powerful accounting features combined with sophisticated financial and

analytical reporting provides our clients the opportunity to easily analyze, in real-time,

key performance financial, statistical, and operational metrics. 
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3. Fully Integrated Applications:
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Billing & Invoicing

Purchase Order

Inventory

Workflow

Alerts

Dashboards plus Payroll

Asset Management

 

Financial reporting 

Business Intelligence

Analytical Reporting

General Ledger (Budgets)

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Order Management

Multiview offers a full ERP suite of GAAP integrated financials that includes: 

Time & Billing

Employee Expense

Reimbursement

Processing

Construction-In-Progress

Work Order Management

Our built-in, high-end Business Process Improvement (BPI), includes features like

Imaging, Workflow, Alerts and Dashboards that come standard with no extra cost.

 

We have worked with many clients to integrate our financial applications with their

production applications; we have the expertise to efficiently import data into our

applications from any vertical market solution, either commercial or homegrown. 

4. Scalability & Affordability:

Our customer base is brimming with clients who have trusted Multiview and have relied

on us for nearly three decades. Many partnered with Multiview as small, local companies

with basic requirements. As they grew in size and complexity into multi-national

industry leaders, Multiview has continually met their increased needs, eliminating the

time and expense of having to replace their accounting system. 

 

We offer the world-class functionality of the industry giants for a significantly lower

investment in license fees, support costs and implementation/training expenses…

that’s the Multiview advantage! 
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5. Implementation & Training: 
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When you become a Multiview client, you immediately have a certified Multiview

Project Manager assigned to your account. Our consulting staff of CPAs, MBAs and

Chartered Accountants has over 60+ years of combined Multiview and industry

experience.

 

These highly skilled individuals will complete your implementation swiftly and

accurately. From start to finish the average Multiview Financial Reporting, General

Ledger and Accounts Payable implementation takes an average of 3 months.

 

 

6. Industry Best Customer Support: 

Multiview’s customer support model is unparalleled in the industry. On your first day as

a Multiview client, you are assigned a dedicated Client Success Representative who

assists with your implementation and directly handles all post-implementation calls. 

 

Multiview’s Customer Support organization is comprised of degreed accountants with a

combined tenure of over 75+ years. Our support team is highly experienced and very

accessible when you need them. 

Current Clients

Multiview has hundreds of clients in North America ranging in revenue from $1+ million to

over $100+ billion. Multiview delivers tremendous functionality combined with unlimited

scalability and extraordinary reporting.


